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Abstract

This article is aimed at creating a simple specification using Z notation. The target
specification is a Student Database in which the IDs of students are saved and associated
with their names. The specification is coded using LATEXand is converted to .holz using Zeta
and the HOL-Z Adaptor. The resulting .holz file is then imported into Isabelle and analysed
formally using the automated theorem prover.
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1 Specification

The specification should normally be seperated into sections using \ zsection command. We
create a section named SDBSpec to describe the basic student database specification.

section SDBSpec

[ID ,NAME ] StudentDB
known : P ID\
sname : ID 7→NAME

known = dom sname

A student is identified by his/her ID but the clerk recognizes the name. sname is the partial
function which maps the ID of the student to the name. We could modify the function to point to
student details instead of just name here. We want to keep this specification simple, so we’ll just
have name. Note that since we don’t know exactly what NAME is, we could theoretically assume
it is the details. It wouldn’t be very elegant but it would work.
Now, the initial state of the sname is given using axiomatic definition:

InitStudentDB == [StudentDB | sname = ∅]

We need to see what exactly the value of this schema is at initialization. (For this, use the Zeta
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menu in emacs/java frontend.)

InitStudentDB

V {<known == {},sname=={}>}

The above expression can be evaluated using Zeta commands provided in XEmacs or those in
Zeta’s Java-based Frontend. See the screenshots of tutorial for details.
Now, to define some operations which can be performed on the StudentDB. Conventionally, the
parameters of the operation are marked with a ’?’. See the Using Z book for explanation of ∆.

AddStudent
∆StudentDB
id? : ID ; name? : NAME

id? /∈ known
sname ′ = sname ∪ {id? 7→ name?}

FindStudent
ΞStudentDB
id? : ID ; name! : NAME

id? ∈ known
name! = sname(id?)

In the Remove schema, try putting sname in place of id? to see how type mismatch can cause
error. Remember that you have to use Zeta front-end to actually do type-checking of the unit.

Remove
∆StudentDB
id? : ID

sname ′ = {id?} −C sname

The following schema is used as a search facility to get IDs of students based on name. It gets all
students whose name is matched to the input name. The return type is the powerset of ID. This
is because we want to return a set of IDs and not just a single ID.

Search
ΞStudentDB
name? : NAME ; ids! : P ID

ids! = {i : ID | i ∈ known; sname(i) = name?}

We’ll add some records later and perform all operations after refining the specification. It can’t
be done right now because we don’t know exactly what NAME and ID are.
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2 Refinement of Specification

We define a refinement of the the specification SDBSpec using SDBExec. (Please note that when
I added this section to the .tex document, reloading the document in ZETA gave error [duplicate
section]. Restarting ZETA solved the problem.)

section SDBExec parents SDBSpec

What we’re trying to do here is to specify exactly what ID and Name are using Free Types.

NAME ::= Ali | Zia | Kamal | Jamal | Farooq
ID ::= id〈〈Id〉〉
Prog ::= MSc | BSc | BSE

Id
prog : Prog ; session : N; roll : N;

session ∈ 1950 . . 2049

Id has three parts: the program, the session and the student roll number. We’re assuming sessions
only range from 1950 to 2049. Prog here is static. We may have defined a whole sub system for
creating progs just as easily. It just needs to have schemas like AddProg, FindProg etc.
Notice that we’ve put semi-colons in the declaration of Id instead of line breaks.
Figure out how to allow all names. Maybe with a String datatype.
Now to evaluate some expressions we just described.

id〈| prog == MSc, session == 2001, roll == 20 |〉
V id (<prog==MSc, session == 2001, roll == 20>)

id〈| prog == MSC , session == 2001, roll == 20 |〉
V undeclared ‘MSC’

id〈| prog == MSc, session == 1901, roll == 20 |〉
V WARNING[<ZAM>]:

undefined in toplevel goal {
resolving ZAPSCRATCHUNIT GLOBALS
unresolved constraints:
LTX:StudentDB.tex(155.4-155.60) undefined:
mu-value undefined

}

Notice the difference between errors when you enter ‘MSC’ and ’1901’. One is an “undefined”
error and the second one is constraint violation.
Now to describe some functions (using lambda notation) for operations. The functions yield a set
of bindings.

add == λ id? : ID ; name? : NAME • [∆StudentDB | AddStudent ]
find == λ id? : ID • [∆StudentDB ; name! : NAME | FindStudent ]
search == λname? : NAME • [∆StudentDB ; ids! : P ID | Search]
remove == λ id? : ID • [∆StudentDB | Remove]
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In the following few expressions, we initialize and manipulate our database:

InitStudentDB
o
9add(id〈| prog == MSc, session == 2000, roll == 10 |〉,Ali)

V {< known=={}, known’=={id(<prog==MSc,roll==10,session==2000>)},
sname=={}, sname’=={(id(<prog==MSc,roll==10,session==2000>),Ali)}

>}

InitStudentDB
o
9add(id〈| prog == MSc, session == 2000, roll == 10 |〉,Ali)
o
9add(id〈| prog == BSc, session == 2001, roll == 09 |〉,Zia)
o
9add(id〈| prog == BSE , session == 2002, roll == 8 |〉,Farooq)
o
9find(id〈| prog == BSE , session == 2002, roll == 8 |〉)
o
9search(Zia)
o
9remove(id〈| prog == BSE , session == 2002, roll == 8 |〉)

V {< ids!=={id(<prog==BSc,roll==9,session==2001>)},
known=={},
known’=={ id(<prog==MSc,roll==10,session==2000>),

id(<prog==BSc,roll==9,session==2001>)},
name!==Farooq,
sname=={},
sname’=={ (id(<prog==MSc,roll==10,session==2000>),Ali),

(id(<prog==BSc,roll==9,session==2001>),Zia)}
>}

InitStudentDB2 ==
InitStudentDB ∨
[StudentDB |

sname = {id〈| prog == BSE , session == 2002, roll == 8 |〉 7→ Ali}]

InitStudentDB2 acts like a sort of constructor. You can either have a default value of InitStudentDB
or you can have one which has this one mapping we’ve given.

InitStudentDB2

V { <known=={}, sname=={}>,
<known=={id(<prog==BSE,roll==8,session==2002>)},
sname=={(id(<prog==BSE,roll==8,session==2002>),Ali)} >

}

InitStudentDB2
o
9(add(id〈| prog == BSc, roll == 9, session == 2001 |〉,Farooq)

∨ add(id〈| prog == BSE , roll == 10, session == 2002 |〉,Zia))
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V { < known=={},known’=={id(<prog==BSc,roll==9,session==2001>)},sname=={},
sname’=={(id(<prog==BSc,roll==9,session==2001>),Farooq)} >,

< known=={},known’=={id(<prog==BSE,roll==10,session==2002>)},sname=={},
sname’=={(id(<prog==BSE,roll==10,session==2002>),Zia)} >,

< known=={id(<prog==BSE,roll==8,session==2002>)},
known’=={id(<prog==BSc,roll==9,session==2001>),
id(<prog==BSE,roll==8,session==2002>)},
sname=={(id(<prog==BSE,roll==8,session==2002>),Ali)},
sname’== {(id(<prog==BSc,roll==9,session==2001>),Farooq),
(id(<prog==BSE,roll==8,session==2002>),Ali)} >,

< known == {id(<prog==BSE,roll==8,session==2002>)},
known’== {id(<prog==BSE,roll==8,session==2002>),
id(<prog==BSE,roll==10,session==2002>)},
sname=={(id(<prog==BSE,roll==8,session==2002>),Ali)},
sname’== {(id(<prog==BSE,roll==8,session==2002>),Ali),
(id(<prog==BSE,roll==10,session==2002>),Zia)}>

}
{ < known=={}, sname=={}>,

< known=={id(<prog==BSE,roll==8,session==2002>)},
sname=={(id(<prog==BSE,roll==8,session==2002>),Ali)} >

}

As you can see there are a total of 6 (2*3) possible combinations because of the two constuctors
of InitStudentDB2 and three in this execexpr. The Birthday book uses another section which has
a test framework. We’re not going into that as we’ll be doing our analysis formally in HOL-Z.
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